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 Editor’s Note 
 

 

We have experienced a more gentle transition into the rainy season this year with less 

thunder and lightning and more gentle rain in late October.  The rain sets off a seemingly 

miraculous change overnight with the greening of the trees and fresh grass pushing its way 

up from the soil.  It’s also the time when we start hearing the “oooh’s” and “aaah’s” of visitors 

as they enjoy the antics of the many cute and adorable newborn animals on Mabalingwe. 

 

The Board and the MCPA staff continue to work towards providing services to homeowners 

and are striving to improve the current infrastructure and facilities for the benefit of 

landowners, homeowners, timeshare owners and visitors.  The work is multi-faceted and 

includes a host of tasks from fixing a leaking tap to maintaining 30kms of fence line.  Priorities 

may differ, but we all have the common long-term goal of creating a Mabalingwe that is 

both a restful and enjoyable retreat and a sound financial investment. 

 

Helicopters flying low over the farm in mid-October heralded the annual game count, the 

results of which will be available once the report has been received.  Owners will be aware 

that there is currently much debate on game, game ownership and the costs associated 

with the game.  The Board invited comments and input from all the owners and will debate 

the way forward at its final meeting end of November this year – so watch this space for 

more on this vital aspect of Mabalingwe. 

 

The “silly-season” is ahead of us.  Owners who rent out their property, or who allow friends 

and family to use their homes are asked to make them aware of the Conduct Rules.  Email 

them a copy and place a printed copy in the house too.  Noise is always the biggest 

problem over the holidays – this affects not only your neighbours but also takes the Security 

Team away from their core function of protecting people and property. 

 

Grateful thanks to Liesl Vorster who, since its inception, has taken on the task of doing the 

layout of this newsletter – thank you Liesl!  On behalf of owners, I also want to thank all the 

MCPA staff and security teams who will be working over the festive season to ensure that we, 

our guests and visitors, all have a wonderful holiday. 

 

Wherever you may be this holiday season, take care, be well and be happy.  Wishing you 

and your families and safe and enjoyable festive season and a successful and kind 2019! 

 

 

Sandy Morton 

 

 



 NEWS FROM THE MCPA 
 

 

Share Block Sewage Upgrade  
 

Owners might have observed some large trucks and TLB’s 

in the Share Block and Mabalingwe 2 area over the last 

two months.  This is the finalisation of a three-year 

planning process of the Mabalingwe Share Block to 

replace the existing 20+ year old sewage system.   

 

The project managers are DLV Engineers and the 

contractor is Ducor Projects.  The planned completion 

date for the project is 14 December 2018.  The project 

covers a vast area and will result in the creation of a grey 

water wetland near to the start of the 4x4 route close to 

Kwalata. 
 

 

 

 

Game Drive Vehicles on Mabalingwe  
 

All green game drive vehicles must be registered with the MCPA and be issued with a 

Mabalingwe registration number. The registration number must be visible at all times when 

driving in Mabalingwe – at both the front and rear of the vehicle. 

 

To register your vehicle, please contact Ashley Theron (systems@wpmproperties.co.za). He 

will arrange for an inspection on the vehicle and issue a registration number. Note that the 

cost for making the registration plates will be for the owner’s account. The current cost is 

R240 for a set of number plates. 
 

For those Renting Out Properties these holidays 

Owners renting out their properties these holidays or allowing friends and family to make use 

of their homes are asked to please consider: 

- Pre-registering visitors using the www.mabalingwe.org.za website – especially if your 

visitors are arriving on a Friday – increased traffic volumes at the gate are likely to result 

in delays and the use of the pre-registration system will speed up the process 

- Make sure your visitors are well aware of the Conduct Rules of Mabalingwe (a print-

friendly one page copy is attached to this newsletter for your convenience) 

- Explain the two-bag recycling system to your visitors and provide a supply of the two 

different bags for them to use 
 

  



   Removal of Northern Hedge Spike Thorn 
 

Witland have become a focus area in the last three 

months for our reserve team due to this plant.  The 

Northern Hedge Thorn often forms impenetrable 

thickets that can limit animal movement.  Its spines 

are slender and robust and can grow up to 90mm.   

 

Controlling this plant is very labour intensive as each 

plant must be physically removed and poisoned 

individually. 
 

 

More about the Northern Hedge Spike Thorn:  

Leaves:  often in tuffs, thin leathery, glossy green and hairless.  

Flowers:  white, many-flowered axillary heads.  

Fruit:  capsule, weakly 3-lobed, about 5mm in diameter, smooth, red.  

Seeds:  black, partially covered by yellow aril.  

 

Contractor Decals 
 

All contractor’s entering Mabalingwe will be issued with magnetic decals for their vehicles; 

this will allow owners to better identify contractors on the property – any contractor vehicles 

without these decals has possibly entered the Reserve without adhering to the required 

security protocols and should be reported to the Control Room. 

 

The Mabalingwe Dumpsite is CLOSED!! 
 

The MCPA and Shareblock have closed the dumpsite on the Reserve and in future all 

household and kitchen waste will be removed entirely from the property.  Materials that 

have been dumped illegally at the site include building rubble, pallets, chairs, swimming 

pool pumps, microwaves and more!  ALL non-kitchen and bathroom waste must be 

removed from the property entirely and cannot be dumped or disposed of anywhere on the 

Greater Mabalingwe.  The MCPA has entered into partnership with a new company for the 

removal of all household and kitchen waste from the property.   

 

 

It is now more necessary than ever before that all owners and 

visitors follow the two-bag system and separate their 

recyclables and non-recyclables and make use of the painted 

refuse cubicles at the gates. 
    

 
 

 

 

 
 



 MCPA BUDGET 2019 

 

MCPA LEVY 2019 
 

The process for determining the budget and resultant MCPA for 2019 has now been 

completed and accepted by the MCPA Board as well as the members.  

 

Pertinent items reflected in the budget 

 

In a year-on year increase of 4.3% for 2019 following the 5.7% increase 2018; 

 

� The loan repayment period for the MCPA building will enter its third year in 2019 with full 

settlement of the loan expected in 2020. 

� Serapa contributes pro-rata towards firefighting and security services. 

� Allowance made for several Capital upgrades / replacement projects include: 

o New Borehole and equipment in Mabalingwe 7 at R80 000; 

o Security equipment at entrance gate at R144 000; 

o Allowance for fence upgrades at R200 000; 

o Replacement of some of the vehicles where the maintenance cost of existing 

vehicles indicates that they are past their useful life; 

o Reserve fund amount of R300 000. 

 

 
 

2017 2018 2019

1 554         1 667          1 785          

351             308             312             

351             308             312             

-             -              -              

411             474             457             

2 316 2 449 5,7% 2 553 4,3%

2 640 2 800          1 2 940          

2 815          2

915 909 955

114 68 72

801 760 803

0 81 81

Notes: 1. Amount include VAT @ 14% and rounded up

2. Amount charged with 15% VAT (R2 449 x 1,15)

3. % Increase year-on-year excluding VAT

4. Levy rounded off

Serapa contributions to Fire-prevention

Serapa contributions to Security

Serapa contributions to Security Capex 

 - Water         

Capex levy per unit

Total

Levy INCL VAT (rounded up)

Serapa contributions

-  Electricity

Mabalingwe Common Property Association

Levy Summary 

Levy Summary

Normal Levy 

Fixed cost levies



 SECURITY 

 

The safety of our owners and guests is still one of the MCPA’s highest priorities. Our goal every 

month is to have a zero-incident rate. Unfortunately, we had 3 break-ins in September. The 

Videofied® systems at the properties and in the veldt assisted us to limit the threat and pursue 

the suspects. Two suspects were arrested in October in our area.  Owners can assist by 

reporting suspicious activity immediately to the Control Room and by taking reasonable 

precautions against opportunistic thieves. 

 

 

 
Numbers to remember on Mabalingwe: 

 

Control room   014 001 7240 

Operators    082 546 9052 

     083 272 4851 

Louis Roux    060 716 7175 

 

Louis Roux 
Security Manager 
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 FIRE 

 

 

 

The words heard by the Mabalingwe Working On Fire team on a number of occasions since

the beginning of the 2018 fire season. 

 

The team responded to several fires in the area and spent many hours on the fire line. The 

team assisted in fighting fires in Northam, Kromdraai, Rooiberg, Leeupoort and Bela-Bela.  

The fitness of the team was put to the test as most of the fires started on top of mountains or 

spread to mountains and very dangerous terrain faced them. The fires were caused by 

lightning and some fires were started by arsonists. 

 

Closer to home, the team assisted in fires next to Saamwerk Shop, at T-Bar Estates on the 

Alma Road close to the shooting range, Elements Golf Course and Mabula. All of these fires 

were successfully contained. 

 

When the team is not fighting fires, they assist in cleaning the staff village, picking up rubble

near the refuse area and do fitness training. The team is ready to deploy at any given 

moment to fight another fire. 

 

 

 
The team on their way to fight a fire 

 

 
 



 HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES 

 
There’s lots to keep everyone entertained at Mabalingwe this year, with a host of activities 

for all ages. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “Die Plaaswinkel” (next to the tennis 

courts and opposite the MPCA’s 

offices) will be running specials on 

selected ice creams, boerewors, 

energy fruit bars, wood and firelighters. 

 

The new coffee shop will satisfy your 

taste buds with delicious jaffels, 

muffins, candy floss and traditional 

Christmas fruit cake.  And they serve 

coffee, tea, cool drinks and milkshakes 

too! 

Give Mom the day off on Christmas Day and 

book a table at the restaurant in Ingwe Camp.  

The Christmas Lunch menu includes roasted leg 

of lamb, gammon, roast chicken, traditional 

oxtail, vegetables and salad. To finish there’s 

malva pudding, fruit salad, a Christmas 

cupcake, ice cream and chocolate sauce. 

 

Specials for the festive season also include 

venison burgers, venison steak, bunny chow 

and a Pensioners’ Breakfast.  Shooters, cocktails 

and craft beers on promotion at Vultures View 

Bar. 

 

  

 

   

 

 

Kalahari Oasis Bush Pub is the place 

to party these holidays: 

15 Dec – Entertainment with a “Pap, 

Chips and Kaiings” special 

16 Dec – Jazzy Reconciliation Sunday 

with DJ Modise and an exclusive craft 

whiskey and soda special  

31 Dec – New Year’s Eve party – 

starting from midday with a braai 

pack special which includes steak 

and wors for R65.  Braai stands, free 

pap and sauce included.  DJ Juan & 

DJ Modise will play music to welcome 

2019. 

Daily drinks specials with pap, chips 

and kaiings on weekends. 



 
BREAKING NEWS!!!! 
Treat yourself to a luxurious treatment at the 

brand-new Mabalingwe Spa with a full body 

massage, pedicure, manicure or exfoliation 

treatment.  For the full list of treatments 

available, contact Timeshare Reception. 

 

Daily entertainment programs hosted by Simon 

and Eddie from 08:30 to 16:00 Sunday to 

Thursday will keep the everyone entertained at 

the swimming pool/tennis court entertainment 

area. 

 

And to end off that perfect day, book a 

Sundowner Game Drive at Reception! 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

Offers are subject to change and may not be available every day.    

 

 
 

For all the activities For all the activities For all the activities For all the activities offered by Timeshoffered by Timeshoffered by Timeshoffered by Timeshaaaarererere    on this and the previous on this and the previous on this and the previous on this and the previous page, page, page, page, 
contact contact contact contact Timeshare ReceptionTimeshare ReceptionTimeshare ReceptionTimeshare Reception    for details:for details:for details:for details:    

Tel: 014Tel: 014Tel: 014Tel: 014    001 7001001 7001001 7001001 7001                        EmEmEmEmail: ail: ail: ail: contactus@mabalingwe.comcontactus@mabalingwe.comcontactus@mabalingwe.comcontactus@mabalingwe.com    

Offers are subject to change and may not be available every day.    

 



 MORE ACTIVITIES 

 

 
 

 

The Caravan Park has a varied programme of events that will delight the whole family. 

 

If you’re looking for a more relaxing activity, there’s bingo, quizzes, putt putt and music by 

the pool.  For those wanting to work up a sweat or test their nerve, join a game of volley ball 

by the pool or try your arm at archery.   

 

For the children, there’s the chance to get behind the wheel of Flintstone Car and race to 

the winning line.  The menu of fun opportunities for the little ones includes mini-cricket,  

water-balloon and egg-throw adventures and a water-gun shooting match. 

 

Santa will drop in from the North Pole on Christmas Day for the delight of the little ones.  

Parents can drop off presents for Santa to give out – please obtain details from the Caravan 

Park Reception. 

 

A visit to the stables will see you saddled 

up and riding through the bush - or 

perhaps you prefer a game drive at 

sunset or at night?  

 

Birding walks are also on offer for early 

risers. 

 

These are great opportunities to get 

closer to nature! 

 

 

 



 

 

Food is always a big part of our holidays and for 

those who have culinary flair, there’ll be a potjiekos 

cooking competition each week – get your mates 

together and see who is the MasterChef of the “little 

black pot”. 

 

Anyone wanting some time off from manning the 

braai, can grab a burger, pie, toasted sarmie and 

chips from the take-away bar, where the is also a 

well-stocked liquor store at the Caravan Park. 

 

For a thrilling experience, see lions, hyenas, wild dog, 

cheetah and serval at the Predator Station – with a 

visit on a Sunday morning offering the added aspect 

of seeing them munching on their breakfast.  These 

visits must be booked in advance at the Caravan 

Park reception. 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

    

For all the activities mentioFor all the activities mentioFor all the activities mentioFor all the activities mentioned on ned on ned on ned on this and the previous this and the previous this and the previous this and the previous page contact the page contact the page contact the page contact the 
Caravan Park Reception for details:Caravan Park Reception for details:Caravan Park Reception for details:Caravan Park Reception for details:    

014 001 7010 (switchboard) / 014 736 9000 (office)014 001 7010 (switchboard) / 014 736 9000 (office)014 001 7010 (switchboard) / 014 736 9000 (office)014 001 7010 (switchboard) / 014 736 9000 (office)    
Offers are subject to change and may not be available every day.    

 



 THE HAND THAT FEEDS 

 

 

Animals soon learn to take advantage of food scraps and offerings.  Here’s why 

you should NOT feed them.    
 

Wild animals are one of the major drawcards to our parks and nature reserves.  Some visitors 

try to lure them closer by offering food, either to take selfies or in the hope of bagging an 

award-winning photo.  Even if they’re cute, appear hungry and are seemingly harmless, you 

are doing the animals no favour.  Your good intent will upset the balance of nature and may 

facilitate the animal’s death.   

 

Human food isn’t food for animalsHuman food isn’t food for animalsHuman food isn’t food for animalsHuman food isn’t food for animals    

People food, often highly processed, is not nutritious for animals and may contain pesticides.  

This could cause serious health issues such as disease and reduce their ability to bear 

offspring.  A deformity called “angel wing” affects waterfowl such as ducks and geese that 

are fed high-calorie diet comprising white bread, popcorn and crackers  

 



Wild animals fed by humans become Wild animals fed by humans become Wild animals fed by humans become Wild animals fed by humans become 

dependent on itdependent on itdependent on itdependent on it    

If offered, animals will take an easy 

handout instead of the hard work it takes 

to survive.  Birth and fertility rates depend 

on the natural food supply.  Procreation 

increases when animals are fed but, as 

soon as the food supply fluctuates, they 

will suffer from hunger and malnutrition.   
  

 

 
   

Animals lose their natural fear of peopleAnimals lose their natural fear of peopleAnimals lose their natural fear of peopleAnimals lose their natural fear of people    

Large, potentially dangerous animals 

become too comfortable in the presence 

of people if they associate them with 

food.  When wild animals stop fearing 

humans, poaching is facilitated.  

 Wildlife that depends on humans for food Wildlife that depends on humans for food Wildlife that depends on humans for food Wildlife that depends on humans for food 

can spread diseasescan spread diseasescan spread diseasescan spread diseases    

This may be transmitted to humans and 

pets.  
 

   

Familiarity breeds contempt Familiarity breeds contempt Familiarity breeds contempt Familiarity breeds contempt     
Wild animals that gather for food 

handouts become a nuisance at best and 

a safety risk at worst.  Unnatural crowding 

and competition increase the chances of 

fighting and injury among animals, as well 

as aggressive behavior towards humans.  

 Wild animals are vulnerable to human Wild animals are vulnerable to human Wild animals are vulnerable to human Wild animals are vulnerable to human 

diseasesdiseasesdiseasesdiseases    

By handing out food you have touched, 

bacteria presents on your hands are 

transferred.   

 

Before you reach out with food in your 

hand, consider that your intended kindness 

will likely have disastrous effects.   

 

To save the biodiversity in our parks and 

nature reserves, visitors should resist the 

temptation to feed animals and birds.  Enjoy 

your sightings and do not interfere.   

Simply by visiting a reserve and obeying the 

rules you are helping to save their home.  

  

Feeding wildlife from or near vehicFeeding wildlife from or near vehicFeeding wildlife from or near vehicFeeding wildlife from or near vehicles les les les 

endangers animals, humans and propertyendangers animals, humans and propertyendangers animals, humans and propertyendangers animals, humans and property    

If wild animals associate vehicles with easy 

pickings, they may try to enter.  Feeding 

wild animals on the road increases the risk 

of their being run over because they have 

a false sense of security near vehicles.  

Opportunistic animals may congest the 

roads, even causing accidents.  

 

 

What you can doWhat you can doWhat you can doWhat you can do    

    

When visiting parks and nature reserves, clean up after yourself 

and follow the rules  regarding wildlife. 

Encourage others to do the same. 

Make sure plastic food wrap is rinsed and secured in a tied bag 

or securely covered garbage can. 

 
 

Ref.  Wild Spring magazine 2018, p91 – p92 



GRACEFUL GIRAFFES 
 

A week ago, I was lucky enough to encounter 20 Giraffe around the waterhole at 

Elandsfontein. In the same week I read an article by Hannah Keyser with the following 

interesting facts: 

 

� Over short distances, giraffes can run at speeds up to 56kph56kph56kph56kph. 

� Giraffes only need to drink water once every couple of days. They get most of their water from 

their plant-based diet—which is good considering their height makes the process of drinking 

difficult. 

� Female giraffes often return to where they were born to give birth. Once there, their calves 

receive a rough welcome into the world, falling over five feetfalling over five feetfalling over five feetfalling over five feet to the ground. 

� Fortunately, baby giraffes can stand up and even run within an hour of being born. 

� Giraffes' tongues can be up to 20 inches20 inches20 inches20 inches long and are darkly coloured, which is thought to 

help protect them during frequent sun-exposure. 

� Giraffes usually stay upright while sleepingstay upright while sleepingstay upright while sleepingstay upright while sleeping and if they do settle into a vulnerable 

position on the ground, it's just for a quick six-minute nap. 

� Giraffes have hair-covered horns called ossicones—but only males use them (for fighting each 

other). 

� Giraffes require over 34kg of food a day34kg of food a day34kg of food a day34kg of food a day—and 

with a diet of leaves, this means they spend most of 

their time eating. 

� The giraffe's scientific name, Giraffa camelopardalis, 

comes from the ancient Greeks' belief that it looked like 

a camel wearing a leopard's coat. 

� Despite their characteristic long necks, giraffes have the 

same number of neck vertebrae as humans—just seven. 

Each individual vertebra is super-sized, measuring up to 

ten inches long. 

� Because of their unusual shape, giraffes have a highly-

specialized cardiovascular system that starts with an 

enormous heart. It's 61cm long and weighs up to 11 kg. 

� Additionally, the jugular veins contain a series of one-

way valves that prevent excess blood flow to the brain 

when the giraffe lowers its head to drink. 

� Male giraffes engage in a ritualized display of 

dominance called "neckingneckingneckingnecking" that involves head-

butting each other's bodies. 

� Unlike horses and most other quadrupeds, giraffes walk 

by moving both legs on the same side of their body 

together. So, the left front and the left hind legs step 

and then the right front and the right hind legs step. 

� Although they're more likely to run from an attack than 

fight back, giraffes are not completely defenseless. A 

swift kick from one of their long legs can do serious 

damage to—or even kill—an unlucky lion. 

 

Matie Barnard  
 
  



WHAT DID THE WEATHER DO SINCE MAY? 

 

 

 

 

 

Condition 

2018 2017 

Date Temp/ kph Date Temp/ kph 

Hottest Day 16 September 37° 19 October 37.3°C 

Coldest Day 14 May 15.4° 14 May 10.2°C 

Warmest Night 18 September 24.1° 4 October 23.8°C 

Coldest Night 9 September 0.2°C 18 August 19.9°C 

Highest Wind Speed 20 October 34kph 22 August 23.3kp 

Highest Wind Gust 20 October 60kph 30 September 40kph 

For loads more details and information about the weather at Mabalingwe, go to 

https://www.wunderground.com/personal-weather-station/dashboard?ID=ILIMPOPO25 

                           or download the app for your mobile phone 

 

 

Remember, our weather station code is ILIMPOPO25 

 

 

 

Hottest 
Day 

16 September 

37.0°C 
Coldest 
Day 
14 May  

15.4°C 

Warmest 
Night 

18 September 

24.1°C Coldest 
Night 

9 September 

0.2°C 

Highest 
Wind Speed 

20 October 

34km/h 

Highest 
Wind Gusts 
20 October 

60km/h 



 

BRAIN STRAIN QUIZ 
 

1) How many horns does a Black Rhinoceros have? 

2) What is the word given for the transition from one life stage to another, such as the 

changing of a tadpole to a frog or a caterpillar to a moth? 

3) Which is taller at shoulder height – the Eland or the Gemsbok 

4) Are Cheetah a member of the family of cats or dogs? 

5) What are Browns and Blues? 

6) When do Civets prefer to eat? 

7) Which colour of Wildebeest do we have on Mabalingwe – Blue, Black or Golden 

8) What do Aardvark eat? 

9) What is the largest raptor in our South African skies? 

10) Which constellation could you see in the night sky on Christmas Night 2018 – Orion or 

Scorpio? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1)Black rhinos boast two horns, the foremost more prominent than the other. Rhino horns grow as much as three inches a year, and have 

been known to grow up to five feet long. Females use their horns to protect their young, while males use them to battle attackers. 

2)Metamorphosis 

3)Eland males can grow to a shoulder height of 1,7m, whereas Gemsbok can grow to about 1,2m 

4)Although cheetahs are members of the cat family, they have dog-like non-retractable claws.  

5)Browns and Blues are the common names of species of butterflies such as Brenton Blue, Fig-tree Blue, Common Bush Brown, 

Rainforest Brown. 

6)Civets are secretive and nocturnal, choosing to  eat rodents, birds, insects, fruits and berries at night 

7)Blue Wildebeest 

8)Almost exclusively termites – imagine only ever eating one thing! 

9)Commonly called the Cape vulture or the Cape griffon - the largest raptor in South Africa and classified as vulnerable by the IUCN. 

10)Orion – one of our dominant summer constellations – with Scorpio being a feature of our winter skies. 

 
 



 

IMPORTANT CONTACT NUMBERS 

Security  

Mabalingwe Control Room 24/7 security service, alarm monitoring 

controlroom@wbpm.co.za 

systems@wpmproperties.co.za  

014 001 7240 

083 272 4851 

082 546 9052 

Police SAPS Bela Bela 014 736 9700 

Medical (Emergencies) 

Ambulance Provincial ambulance Bela Bela 014 736 2121 

Provincial Hospital Bela Bela Provincial Hospital 014 736 2121 

St Vincent Private Hospital Private hospital in Bela Bela 014 736 2310 

Trauma Private ambulance service 014 736 2831 

Medical (General) 

Medlin Pharmacy 

Weekdays 08:30 – 18:00 

Saturdays 08:30 – 13:30 

Sundays and Holidays 10:30 – 12:00 

 

014 736 2285 

Van Heerden Pharmacy 

Weekdays 08:00 – 19:00 

Saturdays 08:00 – 12:00 & 17:00 – 19:00 

Sundays and Holidays 10:00 – 12:00 & 17:00 – 

19:00 

014 736 2301 

Drs Bergh & Coertze Local doctors based in Bela Bela 014 736 2290 

Drs Emslie & De Jonge Local doctors based in Bela Bela 014 736 2032 

Drs Grobler & De Villiers Local doctors based in Bela Bela 014 736 2220 

Water and Electricity Problems 

Control Room 24/7 Electrical or Water problems 014 001 7240 

Resort Facilities 

Reception Office hours 07:00 – 22:00 014 001 7011 

Game Drives and Activities Information and bookings at Mabalingwe 014 001 7011 

Restaurant 

Breakfast:  07:00 – 11:00 

Lunch:  11:00 – 15:30 

Dinner:  18:30 – 21:30 

014 736 9019 

Farm Shop 

Mondays to Thursdays 09:00 – 17:00 

Fridays 09:00 – 19:00 

Saturdays 09:00 – 17:00 

Sundays 08:00 – 16:00 

014 001 7011 

Ladies Bar Mondays to Sundays 10:00 – 20:00 014 001 7011 

Caravan Park, Shop and Liquor Store  014 736 6090 
 

 

 


